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About HBK FUSION

ABOUT HBK FUSION

HBK introduces a new era of data acquisition hardware with the HBK FUSION system of frames and boards.
With universal inputs, scalable channel number, time-synchronised data and more, you gain high efficiency,
high performance and reliability, and reduce the time to results.

HBK FUSION data acquisition hardware enables a team to build a multi-domain system using a single front
end. Sound, vibration, strain, force, acceleration, displacement, pressure, and temperature – the HBK
FUSION hardware combines all relevant measurands to assess structural integrity in a single unit for best-in-
class data quality and high-efficiency testing.

The benefits of HBK FUSION include:

Reduced setup time

With the entire system, which includes HBK ADVANTAGE data acquisition software and HBK COMPANION
mobile app, you can reduce your total setup time by up to 30% with an easy and secure team collaboration
requiring just a few clicks to make the right decisions.

Open on all levels

Open ecosystem for integration of additional hardware or for integration into different software solutions to
achieve the best possible result.

Versatile system

The multi-physics application platform for various test and measurement applications in the time and
frequency domain.

Secure connection

l Encrypted and authenticated communication with HBK ADVANTAGE software.

l Authentication of firmware before updating.

l Limitation of only one user per HBK FUSION board.

High performance and reliability

High system performance and throughput built on topnotch technology to secure continuous productive
testing.

HBK assured

One service contract for calibration, extended warranty, priority support and other benefits across the life
cycle of your equipment.
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Release Info

Release Info
Version:
Version 2023.0

Release date:
April 2023

Manufacturer:
Hottinger Bruel & Kjaer A/S
Teknikerbyen 28
DK-2830 Virum
Denmark
Phone: +45 77412000
Fax: +45 77412100
Email: info@hbkworld.com

About the system
The HBK FUSION modular system allows the test equipment to easily grow with your testing needs. Start
with a single board in a frame, then add up to 15 more boards to expand your channel count. Add more
frames and boards as needed.

The frame
Each HF-16 frame houses up to 16 boards in a robust casing for industrial and rigourous everyday use.
Frames (with one or more boards) can be used for single front-end systems, or as part of a distributed
system.

Sample synchronisation, using precision time protocol (PTP), enables communication between the boards in
the frame and between frames on a system level.

Boards lock into place within the frame and can be easily swapped or removed without the use of any tools,
allowing you to configure and reconfigure your front end, or send a board for calibration.

See the HBK FUSION datasheet for specifications.

The boards

Bridge board
Bridge Board B201-10 is a 10-channel input board with a signal bandwidth up to 2 kHz.

RJ45 channel connectors allow for quick and easy connection of sensors without soldering, and a patented
wiring configuration compensates for wire resistance, eliminating the need for shunting.
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The software

The board supports DC and carrier-frequency excitation, allowing you to choose either a wider dynamic
range or a higher noise immunity, as well as a 5 – 24 V supply for active transducers.

Remote sensing is included to ensure measurement accuracy and enable ratiometric measurements.

See the HBK FUSION datasheet for specifications.

CCLD board
CCLD Board B301D-12 has 12 input channels and is designed for CCLD1 transducers.

The benefit of CCLD is that the same wire is used for both the signal and the supply current. Even TEDS data
can be transmitted over the same wire. This enables the use of costeffective coaxial cables and SMB
connectors popularly used in general applications.

Both CCLD and direct input transducers are supported, including microphones and accelerometers, for
general sound and vibration measurements.

See the HBK FUSION datasheet for specifications.

Blank board
Blank Board B701 is functionless board that is required to fill a frame (if not all slots are in use by an input
board). For example, a single input board can be ordered and mounted in a frame, as long as 15 blank
boards are in the remaining slots.

The software
HBK ADVANTAGE provides for hardware configuration, basic data acquisition and a rich set of standard
functionalities paving the way into the future. It is a native Windows® installation with a 64-bit architecture
that supports multiple cores for the highest data throughput and smooth workflow.

The core application of HBK ADVANTAGE is initially designed for general purpose static and fatigue test
applications and will expand to include sound and vibration capabilities.

See the HBK ADVANTAGE datasheet for specifications.

Optional mobile app
The HBK COMPANION app enables you to set up a project ahead of testing by scanning devices and sensors
and identifying measurement positions and channel configurations. By importing the setup in HBK
ADVANTAGE, sensor and channel configuration is automated. Thanks to the synchronization between HBK
COMPANION and HBK ADVANTAGE, pictures and other documentation of the setup can be automatically
assigned to the sensors.

See the HBK COMPANION datasheet for specifications.

1Constant current line drive. Different manufacturers market transducers using the CCLD principle under different names, including
DeltaTron® and IEPE.
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Barcodes

Barcodes
All hardware devices are labelled with barcodes – this includes supported HBK sensors. Many HBK sensors
are shipped with datasheets that also include the sensor barcodes.

Use these barcodes to:

l Open the product page on hbkworld.com

l Using HBK COMPANION app, scan to read device information such as serial number and type
number. You may also detect the sensor's measurement direction
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Health and safety information

HEALTH AND SAFETY INFORMATION

This document contains information and warnings which must be followed to ensure safe operation and to
maintain the product in safe condition.

This product has been designed and tested in accordance with:

l EN/IEC 61010-1 and ANSI/UL 61010-1: Safety requirements for electrical equipment for
measurement, control and laboratory use

l EN 55011:2016: Industrial, scientific and medical equipment – Radio-frequency (RF) disturbance
characteristics. Limits and methods of measurement

Group 1: Devices that intentionally generate no more than 9 kHz of RF energy

If the product is not used as intended, the protection provided by the product may be impaired.

Before use
When it is unpacked, check the product for visible signs of damage. If damage has occurred, the product
must not be operated.

If the product is damaged, operated without being acclimatized, or incorrectly stored or transported, the
protection provided by the product may be impaired.

End of use

HBK complies with the EU’s Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Directive, which
issues the following waste handling instructions:

l Waste electrical and electronic equipment or batteries may be returned to your local
HBK office for disposal.

l Do not dispose of electronic equipment or batteries as unsorted municipal waste.

Warnings
If the product is used outside the rated operating conditions or is not used as intended, the protection
provided by the product may be impaired.

Labelling

The product will be marked with this symbol when it is important that you refer to the
associated danger or warning statement given in this document.
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Safety instructions

This document uses this symbol when a danger or warning statement is applicable.

Hazardous Voltage/Electricity. Both the product and this document use this symbol when
there is a risk for shock or electrocution.

Danger Signals an imminent hazardous situation, which, if not avoided, will result in death or serious
injury.

Warning Signals a possibly hazardous situation, which, if not avoided, will result in death or serious
injury.

Caution Signals a hazardous situation, which, if not avoided, could result in minor or moderate injury
or damage to the product.

Notice Signals a situation or practice that requires attention, but does not directly result in personal
injury if ignored.

Safety instructions

Environmental hazards
Do not cover the fan outlets or the bottom of the device.

Do not operate on a tabletop without unfolding the feet.

If the product has been stored or transported in extreme temperatures, wait at least 2 hours before
switching it on.

Do not expose the product to direct sunlight or intense sunlight for too long, including behind car windows.

Protect the product against direct contact with water and moisture. Should condensation form during
transportation or storage, acclimatize the product for at least 2 hours before operating.

Do not operate the product above the maximum operational altitude of 2000 m.

The product is designed for use in clean and dry rooms with pollution degree 2.

The product must not be operated where there is a risk of explosion or in an aggressive chemical
environment.

In the event of ambient temperatures outside the specified range, the system will take measures to ensure
proper cooling (increase fan speed) and eventually securely switch off the system if sufficient cooling cannot
be ensured.

Electrical hazards

Voltages with no energy limit that exceed one of the following values are rated as dangerous according to
EN 61010:

l AC voltage, 30 V rms value

l AC voltage, 42.4 V peak value
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Proper use

l DC voltage, 60 V

When applying dangerous contact voltages, you must comply with all related safety requirements.

Risk due to poor insulation of external circuits: only devices that comply with the requirements of IEC 61010-
1, IEC 61010-2-030 and IEC 60950 may be connected.

To avoid injury from coming into contact with dangerously active electric potential: do not wear jewellery
(rings, watches, etc.) and do not touch any live parts. Comply with safety rules: isolate, secure, check, ground
and short-circuit, cover and safeguard.

Proper use

Connection
For devices connected to a network, safety precautions must be taken to ensure that line breaks and other
signal transmission interruptions do not occur in order to minimise data loss and other undefined states.

Only approved accessories can be used or connected to the product.

To disconnect the product and its power supply from the AC supply completely, unplug the mains power
cable.

Working safely
When it is unpacked, check the product for visible signs of damage. If damage has occurred, the product
must not be operated.

Proper and safe operation requires proper transportation, correct storage, siting and mounting and careful
operation. Follow all instructions in this manual to ensure the proper and safe operation of your product.

In the following situations, the product must be shut down and secured to prevent inadvertent operation:

l Visible signs of damage to the product

l (Audibly) loose parts in the product

l The product no longer works

The covers protect the user from live parts and should only be removed by suitably qualified personnel for
maintenance and repair purposes. The product must not be operated with the covers removed.

At the rear of the product, there is a cover with non-functional slots. Do not remove during operation. Do
not attempt to use the slots.

System integration
If the product is integrated into a system, it is the responsibility of the system installer to keep the system
safe.

The scope of supply and performance of the product covers only a small area of measurement technology.
Before starting up the product in a system, a project planning and risk analysis must first be implemented,
taking into account all the safety aspects of measurement and automation technology so that residual
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Handling of heavy loads

dangers are minimized. This particularly concerns personnel and machine protection. In the event of a fault,
the relevant precautions must establish safe operating conditions.

System integration must also take into account the relevant national and local accident prevention
regulations in plants where malfunctions could cause major damage, loss of data or even personal injury.

Additional risks may occur when the product is integrated into plants or systems and the protection
provided by the product may be impaired.

Handling of heavy loads

The EU’s Council Directive 90/269/EEC – Manual Handling of Loads, lays down the minimum health and
safety requirements for the manual handling of loads where there is a risk particularly of back injury to
workers.

As the weight of the frame may exceed 24 kg with 16 boards installed (8.5 kg without any boards), please
take appropriate actions before lifting the product.

The user may be at risk if:

l He/she is physically unsuited to carry out the task in question.

l He/she does not have adequate or appropriate knowledge or training.

Before lifting the product, refer to the occupational health and safety organization, or equivalent, in your
country for more information.

Remember, before lifting or carrying a heavy object, the following questions should be asked:

l Can one person lift this load safely, or do two people need to lift the load?

l How far will the load have to be carried?

l Is the path clear of clutter, cords, slippery areas, overhangs, stairs, curbs or uneven surfaces?

l Will closed doors that need to be opened be encountered?

l Once the load is lifted, will it block the carrier’s view?

l Can the load be broken down into smaller parts?

l Should the carrier wear gloves to get a better grip and to protect hands?

CAUTION

Use both handles when carrying the frame. Using only one handle may damage the product.
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Declaration of conformity

Declaration of conformity

NOTE

The following is only guaranteed using accessories listed in this document.

Conforms with the following national and international standards or technical specifications:

The CE marking is the manufacturer's declaration that the product meets the
requirements of the applicable EU directives.

RCM mark indicates compliance with applicable ACMA technical standards – that is, for
telecommunications, radio communications, EMC and EME.

China RoHS mark indicates compliance with administrative measures on the control of
pollution caused by electronic information products according to the Ministry of
Information Industries of the People’s Republic of China.

WEEE mark indicates compliance with the EU WEEE Directive.

The UKCA (UK Conformity Assessed) marking is a UK product marking that is used for
goods being placed on the market in Great Britain.

Safety EN/IEC 61010-1 and ANSI/UL 61010-1: Safety requirements for electrical equipment for
measurement, control and laboratory use.

EMC Emission EN/IEC 61326-1: Electrical equipment for measurement, control and laboratory use –
EMC requirements.

CISPR 11 and EN 55011: Industrial, scientific and medical equipment. Radio-frequency
disturbance characteristics. Limits and methods of measurement.

CISPR 32 and EN 55032: Radio disturbance characteristics of information technology
equipment. Class B Limits.

FCC Rules, Part 15: Complies with the limits for a Class B digital device.

This ISM device complies with Canadian ICES-001 (standard for interference-causing
equipment).

EMC Immunity EN/IEC 61326-1: Electrical equipment for measurement, control and laboratory use –
EMC requirements.

Note: Please see this document for information on cables, connectors and shielding
concept to be applied to ensure the product EMC compliance.

Temperature EN/IEC 60068-2-1: Environmental Testing. Cold.

EN/IEC 60068-2-2: Environmental Testing. Dry Heat.

Operating Temperature: – 20 to + 60 °C (– 4 to 140 °F) Storage Temperature: – 40 to
+ 75 °C (– 40 to 167 °F)
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Testing with high EMC immunity

Humidity EN/IEC 60068-2-78: Damp Heat: 5 to 95% RH (non-condensing)

Mechanical Non-operating:

IEC 60068-2-6: Vibration: Accel.: 19.6 m/s2 (2 gn); Dur.: 60 min; Freq.: 5 to 500 Hz; Dir.:
3 axes

IEC 60068-2-27: Shock: Accel.: 245 m/s2 (25 gn); Pulse: 6 ms; Impacts: 3 (pos/neg 3 axes)

Operating:

IEC 60068-2-6: Vibration: Accel.: 9.8 m/s2 (1 gn); Dur.: 60 min; Freq.: 5 to 500 Hz; Dir.:
3 axes

IEC 60068-2-27: Shock: Accel.: 98.1 m/s2 (10 gn); Pulse: 11 ms; Impacts: 1000 (pos/neg
3 axes)

Enclosure IEC 60529: Protection provided by enclosures: IP 20

Testing with high EMC immunity
The cable used for testing with high EMC immunity is a pairwise doubly shielded, 8-wire cable with the
following characteristics:

l The cable houses three pairs of wires (black/blue, red/white, green/gray), each wrapped in a separate
shielding.

l Two extra wires (purple and brown) are shielded individually.

l All wires in the cable are bundled by an external braided shielding layer.

The following figure shows the wire configuration in such a cable:
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Supported accessories

NOTE

For good EMC immunity, it is very important to keep the internal and the external shielding
galvanically isolated from each other.

Supported accessories
Each HBK FUSION delivery includes:

l The relevant number of blank boards to ensure that all empty slots in the frame are filled

l LAN cable

l Mains power cable

l 4 × cross-head screws for rack mounting

The following additional accessories are available from HBK:

Item number Description

B701 Blank board

F1A-12 Detachable front panel for the 12-channel CCLD Board

DS-0003 Air filter (pack of 5 units)

AO-0690 (for use with B301D-12 only) Microphone cable, triaxial UNF to 3 × SMB

AO-0587 (for use with B301D-12 only) Microphone cable, BNC to SMB

AO-0698 (for use with B301D-12 only) Microphone cable, M3 to SMB

AO-0723 (for use with B301D-12 only) Microphone cable, SMB straight (F) to BNC straight
(F)

1-RJ45-EMV EMI-safe RJ45 connector

4-3301.0071 EMI-safe measurement cable, 6 wires

4-3301.0183 EMI-safe measurement cable, 8 wires suitable for 1-wire TEDS

Pre-wired strain
gauges

Options:

l 1, 5 and 10-meter

l 4-wire configuration: K-CLY4, K-CDY4, K-CXY3, k-CXY4, K-CRY8, K-CLY9

To order new or replacement items, contact your local HBK representative.
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Software licensing

Software licensing
HBK ADVANTAGE requires a valid license to run. A license grants a PC access to the software, based on the
PC's host ID and type of license:

l Paid license: A leased license for any paid features.
l Free license: A scaled-down version of the software that is free-of-charge.

Free licenses
A free license is a scaled-down version of the software offering basic features that allow you to try out the
software. Features that require a paid license are visible, but disabled. You can upgrade to a paid version at
any time.

What is available:

l HBK FUSION discovery and connection
l Support for bridge, RTD (resistance temperature detector)/temperature, voltage and potentiometer
sensor setup

l Support for CCLD and direct input transducer setup
l Y(t) display
l Digital indicator display
l Manual data recording
l Data recording in .bkc file format

What is not available:

l Customizable column filters and sorting
l Strain gauge rosette calculations
l XY display
l Prediction lines
l Triggered data recording
l Channel table import from HBK COMPANION mobile app
l Hardware setup export

Acquiring a license
You can upgrade to a paid license or renew an expired license in one of two ways:

l Contact your HBK Global Customer Care agent

l Request a license on the HBK website

With all licenses, you will receive an email that includes a license file containing your license key and, where
relevant, a specific number of tokens. Save the license file to a location on your PC or network. For more
tokens, contact your license administrator or HBK Customer Care agent.

You can find contact information for your local Customer Care office on the HBK website.
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License checks

License checks
When you open HBK ADVANTAGE for the first time, you will have to configure your license.

Subsequently, license checks are performed every time you open the software to ensure your license is valid
and/or there are available tokens for you to use.

The system automatically generates alert messages when your license is about to expire.

Contact HBK support
For training and support, contact your local HBK representative.
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Getting Started

GETTING STARTED

The following pages will help you get up and running with your new HBK FUSION hardware.

What's in the box?

1. Frame (housing)

2. Input boards

3. Blank boards

4. Power supply cable with plug

5. Ethernet cable

6. 4 × cross-head screws for rack mounting, screwdriver not included

NOTE

l All slots must contain a board (input or blank) during operation.

l The 16 slots can be filled with any combination of HBK FUSION boards.

l The figure above shows a sample configuration. Your system may differ (all the same type or a
combination with or without blank boards).
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Parts overview

Parts overview

1. Board fastener

2. Input connectors

3. Input connectors

4. Plastic handle cover

5. Foot for tabletop mounting

6. Fan

7. Ethernet ports:

a. 1 × RJ45 (up to 2.5 Gbit/s)

b. 3 × optional SFP modules for optical/copper (up to 10 Gbit/s)

8. Power socket

9. On/Off switch

10. Cover with non-functional slots. Do not remove during operation. Do not attempt to use slots.
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Install HBK FUSION

Install HBK FUSION

Rack mounting
HBK FUSION frames can be mounted in standard 19-inch racks.

1. Remove the handle covers.

2. Use the four cross-head screws (included) to mount the frame in the rack.

Leave a space of one rack unit (1 U) below each HBK FUSION frame for air flow.
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Tabletop mounting

3. Replace the handle covers.

Tabletop mounting
The two feet at the base of the front of the frame have fold-up extensions.

For tabletop mounting, unfold the extensions to ensure proper air flow.
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Connecting sensors

Connecting sensors
In general, to connect your sensors to HBK FUSION hardware, you need to:

1. "Connect the sensor to a cable" below

2. "Connect the sensor cable to an input board" on page 31

NOTE

The input board must be in the frame during connection.

The following types of sensors are supported:

CCLD Board (B301D-12)

l CCLD accelerometers

l CCLD microphones

l Direct voltage input

See the CCLD board specifications for any limitations on sensors and sensor cables.

Bridge Board (B201-10)

l Strain gauges

l Strain gauge-based transducers

l Voltage and voltage transducers

l Potentiometers

l Resistance thermometers

See the Bridge board specifications for any limitations on sensors and sensor cables.

Connect the sensor to a cable
The first step in connecting sensors to the HBK FUSION hardware is to connect each sensor to the
appropriate cable. The appropriate cable depends on the sensor type and board connector. See below.

CCLD and voltage transducers
Board type: B301D-12

Connector type: 12 × SMB

Use a cable with at least one SMB (female) connector to connect to the input board. Connection requires no
special instructions.
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Connect the sensor to a cable

Full-bridge sensors (6-wire/4-wire)
Board type: B201-10

Connector type: 10 × RJ45 (each with 8 pins)

Full bridges (resistive and piezoresistive) can be connected in a 6-wire or 4-wire configuration. In a 4-wire
configuration, the two 'sense' lines are omitted. Both pin configurations are shown below.

6-wire configuration:

l Pin 1: Excitation +

l Pin 2: Excitation –

l Pin 3: Signal –

l Pin 4: Not connected (TEDS data)

l Pin 5: Not connected (TEDS ground)

l Pin 6: Signal +

l Pin 7: Sense –

l Pin 8: Sense +

4-wire configuration:

l Pin 1: Excitation +

l Pin 2: Excitation –

l Pin 3: Signal –

l Pin 4: Not connected (TEDS data)

l Pin 5: Not connected (TEDS ground)

l Pin 6: Signal +

l Pin 7: Not connected

l Pin 8: Not connected
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Connect the sensor to a cable

Connecting the TEDS chip:

In addition, there are two ways to connect the TEDS chip:

l 0-wire: TEDS chip is inserted between pins 2 and 7

l 1-wire: TEDS chip is inserted between pins 4 and 5

EMC-immune cabling

To have an EMC-immune cabling, a special wire assignment is used. See "Testing with high EMC immunity"
on page 16 for more information.

Half-bridge sensors (5-wire/3-wire)
Board type: B201-10

Connector type: 10 × RJ45 (each with 8 pins)

Half bridges (resistive) can be connected in a 5-wire or 3-wire configuration. In a 3-wire configuration, the
two 'sense' lines are omitted. Both pin configurations are shown below.

5-wire configuration:

l Pin 1: Excitation +

l Pin 2: Excitation –

l Pin 3: Not connected

l Pin 4: Not connected (TEDS data)

l Pin 5: Not connected (TEDS ground)

l Pin 6: Signal +

l Pin 7: Sense –

l Pin 8: Sense +

3-wire configuration:

l Pin 1: Excitation +

l Pin 2: Excitation –
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Connect the sensor to a cable

l Pin 3: Not connected

l Pin 4: Not connected (TEDS data)

l Pin 5: Not connected (TEDS ground)

l Pin 6: Signal +

l Pin 7: Not connected

l Pin 8: Not connected

Connecting the TEDS chip:

In addition, there are two ways to connect the TEDS chip:

l 0-wire: TEDS chip is inserted between pins 2 and 7

l 1-wire: TEDS chip is inserted between pins 4 and 5

EMC-immune cabling

To have an EMC-immune cabling, a special wire assignment is used. See "Testing with high EMC immunity"
on page 16 for more information.

Potentiometers (5-wire)
Board type: B201-10

Connector type: 10 × RJ45 (each with 8 pins)

Potentiometers can only be connected in a 5-wire configuration, the pin out is the same as the 5-wire
configuration shown for half-bridge sensors.

Voltage transducers
Board type: B201-10

Connector type: 10 × RJ45 (each with 8 pins)

Voltage transducers can be connected in an 'active' 4-wire configuration or in a 'passive' 2-wire configuration
with just the Signal + and Signal – wires connected.

Active 4-wire configuration:
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Connect the sensor to a cable

l Pin 1: Supply +

l Pin 2: Not connected

l Pin 3: Signal –

l Pin 4: Not connected (TEDS data)

l Pin 5: Supply ground or – (TEDS ground)

l Pin 6: Signal +

l Pin 7: Not connected

l Pin 8: Not connected

Note that there needs to be a connection between Pin 4 and Pin 5 for sensor recognition. If TEDS is used,
this is done by default.

Passive 2-wire configuration:

l Pin 1: Not connected

l Pin 2: Not connected

l Pin 3: Signal –

l Pin 4: Not connected (TEDS data)

l Pin 5: Not connected (TEDS ground)

l Pin 6: Signal +

l Pin 7: Not connected

l Pin 8: Not connected

Note that there needs to be a connection between Pin 4 and Pin 5 for sensor recognition. If TEDS is used,
this is done by default.
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Connect the sensor to a cable

Passive 2-wire configuration with guard:

l Pin 1: Not connected

l Pin 2: Not connected

l Pin 3: Signal –

l Pin 4: Not connected (TEDS data)

l Pin 5: Guard (TEDS ground)

l Pin 6: Signal +

l Pin 7: Not connected

l Pin 8: Not connected

Note that there needs to be a connection between Pin 4 and Pin 5 for sensor recognition. If TEDS is used,
this is done by default.

To ensure high common mode rejection, Pin 5 (guard line) needs to be connected to Signal – as close to the
sensor as possible.

Connecting the TEDS chip:

The only way to connect the TEDS chip is between pins 4 and 5.

Quarter-bridge sensors (4-wire/3-wire)
Board type: B201-10

Connector type: 10 × RJ45 (each with 8 pins)

Quarter bridges can be connected in a 4-wire or 3-wire configuration. In a 3-wire configuration, there is only
one sense line. Both pin configurations are shown below.
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Connect the sensor to a cable

4-wire configuration:

l Pin 1: Not connected

l Pin 2: Excitation –

l Pin 3: Excitation +

l Pin 4: Not connected (TEDS data)

l Pin 5: Not connected (TEDS ground)

l Pin 6: Signal +/Sense +

l Pin 7: Sense –

l Pin 8: Not connected

3-wire configuration:

l Pin 1: Not connected

l Pin 2: Excitation –

l Pin 3: Excitation +/Signal +

l Pin 4: Not connected (TEDS data)

l Pin 5: Not connected (TEDS ground)
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Connect the sensor cable to an input board

l Pin 6: Not connected

l Pin 7: Sense –

l Pin 8: Not connected

Connecting the TEDS chip:

In addition, there are two ways to connect the TEDS chip:

l 0-wire: TEDS chip is inserted between pins 2 and 7

l 1-wire: TEDS chip is inserted between pins 4 and 5

EMC-immune cabling

To have an EMC-immune cabling, a special wire assignment is used. See "Testing with high EMC immunity"
on page 16 for more information.

Resistance thermometers
Board type: B201-10

Connector type: 10 × RJ45 (each with 8 pins)

Resistance thermometers Pt100/500/1000 are connected the same as quarter bridges in a 3-wire or 4-wire
configuration.

Connect the sensor cable to an input board

NOTE

l Connect the frame to a PC with HBK ADVANTAGE installed or to the corporate LAN via a
network switch before connecting the sensors.

l Input boards must be in the frame during connection.

1. Connect each cable connected to a sensor to the appropriate connector on an input board in the
frame.

2. Open HBK ADVANTAGE software.

3. Go to Project > Channels in the software to check that your HBK FUSION device is detected and that
the sensors have been connected correctly.

All frames that are connected to the PC or LAN and each input board within that frame will show up as an
available device in HBK ADVANTAGE. Every device's name, IP address, serial number, location and firmware
version are read by the software. To change the name and location of the device, go to Home > Devices,
select the relevant cell in the Devices table and enter a new value.
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Install HBK ADVANTAGE

All physically connected devices that are not in use show as . This means they have been
detected and are ready to use in your test setup. When you add a device to your project, the device status
will change to .

Install HBK ADVANTAGE

NOTE

If you are re-installing the software, for example after an upgrade, you do not have to uninstall the
previous version of the software beforehand.

1. Open your installation package.
2. Locate and double-click the setup.exe file.
3. The end user license agreement is shown.

a. Select I agree to the license terms and conditions to continue.
b. Click Options to set the file path for the installation folder if you do not want to use the default

path.
4. Click Install.
5. You must agree to the license terms and conditions to install the software.

The installation will take a few minutes.

The software is installed and the HBK ADVANTAGE icon is added to the Windows® desktop.

Start the software
1. Double-click the application short-cut on your desktop.

2. You will need to configure your license at start-up.

3. Click Configure license.
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Start the software

If you requested and received a free license from HBK, the software will start up immediately. You can
skip all subsequent steps.

4. In the License Manager dialog, To configure the license:
o  If you have paid and received a license from HBK, click Browse to browse to the location of

the license file on your PC or network.

o If you are connecting to a license server to check out tokens, you will also need to set up the
license service under the drop-down button. The default settings are often sufficient. Check
with your license administrator if in doubt.

5. Click Update License.

6. When the software opens, create a new project by clicking the Blank template under New project.
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Discover your hardware in HBK ADVANTAGE

Discover your hardware in HBK ADVANTAGE
If you see the following view, where there are no available devices, then your HBK FUSION hardware is not
detected.

When your HBK FUSION hardware is connected to the PC or network, it is automatically detected by HBK
ADVANTAGE.

Click at the top of the Devices explorer to refresh the device list.

When the hardware is connected to the corporate LAN, the All list may display multiple devices (as shown
above).

Reading the Devices explorer
l (with an HBK-HF prefix): A frame. Click the arrow next to it to expand and view all input boards
within the frame.

l (with an HBK-B prefix): An input board.
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Sensor detection with the bridge board

l : An info icon that provides status information on the board.

l Greyed out devices are not available to use

NOTE

l Only one user can use a device at a time.

l Use the Filter Devices field to locate the relevant device or devices for your project.

Sensor detection with the bridge board
When you connect a sensor to a bridge board, ensure you wire the sensor correctly. For example, when
connecting voltage sensors, pins 4 and 5 in the plug need to be bridged/connected.

If you select a sensor type in HBK ADVANTAGE and no sensor is connected and/or is incorrectly wired, an
error warning will appear and the LED on the hardware will illuminate red.

See "Connecting sensors" on page 24 for graphical illustrations and wire references.

See "Bridge board error detection" on page 79 for the type of errors detected based on the sensor type,
wiring, and settings.

(Optional) Import channel setup to HBK ADVANTAGE
While it is possible to set up and modify channel properties directly in HBK ADVANTAGE, it may be easier
and time-saving to import the configuration from the HBK COMPANION mobile app (requires the app is
downloaded on an Android™ mobile device).

1. Open the HBK COMPANION mobile app.
2. Click Export project.
3. From the list of projects, select the one you have created for this test setup.
4. Click Export from the context menu.
5. You can then select to export to any suitable service such as your default email app, Google Drive™,

Microsoft® OneDrive® or to the device internal storage (for transfer to the PC).
6. Export the project file (as *.csv) with a unique name.
7. In HBK ADVANTAGE, go to the Channels menu and click Import in the toolbar.

8. Select the .csv file you exported from the mobile app and click Open.

The software will check the device and channel(s), based on the device serial number, and if there is a
match, the channel table will be updated with the information from the .csv file:
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(Optional) Import channel setup to HBK ADVANTAGE

l Channel name

l Sensor type

l Bridge factor

l Bridge excitation

l Wiring

l Scaling type

l Gain

l Gauge factor
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Configure your hardware

CONFIGURE YOUR HARDWARE

To configure your HBK FUSION hardware you need:

l 16 boards locked into place in the frame. Any combination of boards is allowed.

l All relevant sensors connected.

l The frame connected to the mains and fully operational.

l Connection to the PC with HBK ADVANTAGE (direct or via network switch).

l HBK ADVANTAGE installed on a PC.1

l Optional:

o HBK COMPANION app installed on an Android™ mobile device.

o Sensor datasheets that were packaged with the sensors, for quick access to sensor details via
their barcodes.

Set up the hardware
1. Ensure all 16 boards are locked into their slots in the frame.

1Alternatively, use OPC UA on any PC to configure remotely.
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Set up the hardware

WARNING

Any empty slot must be mounted with a blank board to meet the cooling requirements of
the frame.

2. Connect your sensors to the input board(s). See "Connecting sensors" on page 24 for more
information.

3. Connect the frame to an AC supply. Nominal voltage input: 100 to 240 V.

WARNING

The frame must be positioned to allow access to the AC connector.

4. Switch the rear power switch to the ON position.

5. Check the "LED status" on page 66 for connection status.

6. Connect the included Ethernet cable from the frame to either:
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Set up with HBK ADVANTAGE

o the PC with HBK ADVANTAGE installed

o a network switch to connect to the corporate LAN

Set up with HBK ADVANTAGE
HBK ADVANTAGE is the primary tool to set up your HBK FUSION hardware.

If this is the first time you are using HBK ADVANTAGE, see "Start the software" on page 32 for step-by-step
instructions in starting the software, including license configuration.

1. Within HBK ADVANTAGE, go to Project > Channels.

2. The software automatically detects the hardware and populates the Devices explorer. Click at the
top of the explorer to refresh the list.

l A frame ( ) – Click the arrow next to it to expand and view all input boards within the frame

l A single board ( )
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Optional: Set up with HBK COMPANION

l An info icon provides status information on the board.

l Greyed out devices are not available to use

3. Drag and drop the device(s) to the empty channel table. To select multiple boards, press <Ctrl> or
<Shift>.

4. You are then connected to the device(s) and all channels in the channel table are included in the
project.

The Signal Status shows the live status of the channel. When there is an error, for example, a
connection error, an Error state will be shown. When the channel Value constantly updating shows
that data is streaming from the channels.

5. Input channels on a device can be set up independently. You can set up the filters and input gain
separately and attach different types of sensors to the individual channels. To start setting up the
channel and sensor parameters:

l See "Configure channel parameters in HBK ADVANTAGE" on page 43.

l See "Configure sensor parameters in HBK ADVANTAGE" on page 44.

Optional: Set up with HBK COMPANION
HBK COMPANION is designed to simplify (multi-)channel test setup by creating a bridge between the test
site and HBK ADVANTAGE software. You can transfer setup information between HBK ADVANTAGE and the
test site – allowing you to prepare the multiple channels ahead of testing.

The basic workflow in HBK COMPANION looks like this:

1. Import an empty channel setup file from HBK ADVANTAGE to start a project in the app.

2. Define a measuring point.
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Using HBK COMPANION

a. Scan the sensor's barcode to simplify configuration (name, ID, sensor properties, and sensor
orientation).

b. Take pictures or write notes and add documentation on the measuring point.

3. Connect the sensor to an input board.

a. Scan the board's barcode to quickly identify it.

b. Assign the sensor to a channel with a simple click.

c. For strain gauges, verify the wiring connection using supplied wiring diagrams.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for all measuring points.

5. Export the project.

6. Import the project as a completed setup file in HBK ADVANTAGE.

See "Using HBK COMPANION" below for more information. In the app, open the help from the home page
to get instructions and greater details.

Using HBK COMPANION
To use the HBK COMPANION app, you must have:

l An Android™ mobile device (Android version 10, 11 and 12 or later)

l HBK ADVANTAGE software with a valid license (for import/export of channel setup files)

l Permission to access specific mobile device functions (to scan barcodes, take pictures, and
store/download files)

Installation is via the Google Play™ Store. Search for HBK COMPANION and tap Install.

The use of barcodes in the app
The barcode reader in HBK COMPANION uses the camera in your mobile device to read both 1-dimensional
and 2-dimensional barcodes (a QR code is an example of a 2-dimensional barcode) .

HBK FUSION hardware and all supported HBK sensors are labelled with barcodes, which are encoded with
information about the device.

Barcodes can be found attached directly on the device as well as on documentation supplied with the
device.

Be aware to scan the correct barcode:

l Scan the barcode of the input board (on included documentation or on the board) to define the
connected DAQ.

l Scan the barcode on the included sensor datasheet to define the sensor name, sensor ID and sensor
properties.
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The use of barcodes in the app

l Scan a customized barcode to define the measuring point name, ID and position.

l Scan the barcode on the sensor to define sensor orientation.
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Configure channel parameters in HBK ADVANTAGE

Configure channel parameters in HBK ADVANTAGE

Configure a bridge board (B201-10)
Configure each bridge board channel with the following parameters:

l Channel: The channel name. This is initially derived from the device, but may be renamed.
l Value: (only displayed in the table) The value of the signal in its defined engineering unit.
l Sample rate: The number of samples per second the signal delivers.
l Low pass: You can eliminate noise with low-pass filters that let frequencies below a specified threshold
pass and eliminate the frequencies above it. Select Off (filter not applied), Butterworth or Bessel then
a value (for example: Butterworth and 20 Hz).

NOTE

Ensure that the domain and the filter/sample rate combination is supported for your hardware
configuration. See "Sample rate" on page 49 for more information.

If the filter/sample rate combination is not supported, a notification is displayed in the software
and the previous settings are used.

l High pass: Not applicable for a bridge board.
l Sensor: The sensor type connected to the channel. Only supported sensor types for the connected
device are listed.

l Zero offset: (only definable in the table) The value that is subtracted from the measured values before
recording to zero balance the channel.

Configure a CCLD board (B301D-12)
Configure each CCLD board channel with the following parameters:

l Channel: The channel name. This is initially derived from the device, but may be renamed.
l Value: (only displayed in the table) The value of the signal in the defined engineering unit.
l Sample rate: The number of samples per second the signal delivers.
l Low pass: Not applicable for a CCLD board.
l High pass: You can eliminate noise with high-pass filters that let frequencies above a specified
threshold pass and eliminate the frequencies below it. Select 0.05, 0.1, 0.7, 1.0, 7.0 or 22.4 Hz.

l Sensor: Select the sensor type connected to the channel, either CCLD (for CCLD microphones or
accelerometers) or Voltage.

l Zero offset : Not applicable for a CCLD board.
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Configure sensor parameters in HBK ADVANTAGE

Configure sensor parameters in HBK ADVANTAGE

To configure the sensor parameters of a selected channel, click Properties in the toolbar. Click the
Sensor tab.

Every sensor has specific setup parameters depending on the type of sensor. The type of sensor (as defined
in the "Configure channel parameters in HBK ADVANTAGE" on the previous page) is shown at the top of the
panel.

When the sensor is a bridge
Supported by HBK-B-201-10 Bridge Board.

Sensor = Quarter bridge, Half bridge or Full bridge

Wiring: The connector wiring for the selected sensor. Select between the following:

l Quarter bridge: 3-wire or 4-wire
l Half bridge: 4-wire or 5-wire
l Full bridge: 4-wire or 6-wire

Under Connector pinning, a diagram of the sensor's pinning is shown for reference.

Excitation voltage: The constant supply voltage needed to power the sensor. Select one of the following DC/AC
values (where AC is carrier frequency) in volt (V): 1.0, 2.5, 5.0 or 10.0.

Excitation mode: Define the type of excitation, either DC or Carrier frequency (AC).

Resistance: Resistance varies with each sensor. For quarter-bridge sensors, select one of the following Ohm
(Ω) values: 120, 350 or 1000.

Connector pinning
Use the diagram to confirm that the sensor pinning matches the wiring of the sensor type.

Figure 3-1 Example of a 3-wire quarter bridge strain gauge pinning as shown in HBK ADVANTAGE

Characteristics
For each channel, individual sensor scaling can be defined and applied. The scaling type will determine what
other parameters need to be defined.

Go to "Sensor characteristics" on page 48 for information on these parameters.
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When the sensor is a resistance thermometer

When the sensor is a resistance thermometer
Supported by HBK-B-201-10 Bridge Board.

Sensor = Pt100, Pt500 or Pt1000

Wiring: The connector wiring for the selected sensor. 3-wire and 4-wire are supported.

NOTE

A 3-wire configuration requires fully symmetric cables. Asymmetric cable influence cannot be
compensated.

Connector pinning
Use the diagram to confirm that the sensor pinning matches the wiring of the sensor type.

Figure 3-2 Example of a Pt 100 resistance thermometer pinning as shown in HBK ADVANTAGE

Characteristics
For each channel, individual sensor scaling can be defined and applied. The scaling type will determine what
other parameters need to be defined.

Go to "Sensor characteristics" on page 48 for information on these parameters.

When the sensor is voltage
Supported by HBK-B-201-10 Bridge Board.

Active supply
Enable Active supply to change the voltage sensor from a passive to an actively supplied voltage sensor.

Supply voltage (V)
When Active supply is enabled, enter the supply value in volts (V), for example: 0, 5, 10 or 24.
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When the sensor is a potentiometer

Connector pinning
Use the diagram to confirm that the sensor pinning matches the wiring of the sensor type.

Figure 3-3 Example of an active voltage sensor pinning as shown in HBK ADVANTAGE

Characteristics
For each channel, individual sensor scaling can be defined and applied. The scaling type will determine what
other parameters need to be defined.

Go to "Sensor characteristics" on page 48 for information on these parameters.

When the sensor is a potentiometer
Supported by HBK-B-201-10 Bridge Board.

Wiring: The connector wiring for the selected sensor. Only 5-wire is supported.

Connector pinning
Use the diagram to confirm that the sensor pinning matches the wiring of the sensor type.

Figure 3-4 Example of a 5-wire potentiometer pinning as shown in HBK ADVANTAGE

Characteristics
For each channel, individual sensor scaling can be defined and applied. The scaling type will determine what
other parameters need to be defined.

Go to "Sensor characteristics" on page 48 for information on these parameters.
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When the sensor is a CCLD transducer

When the sensor is a CCLD transducer
This includes IEPE/CCLD accelerometers and microphones. Supported by HBK-B-301D-12 CCLD Board.

CCLD
Floating: Select to apply floating input (Yes) or to use grounded input (No – the default).

Connector pinning
Transducers are connected via a cable directly into the channel connector. The diagram reflects that simple
connection.

Figure 3-5 Example of a CCLD sensor connection as shown in HBK ADVANTAGE

Characteristics
For each channel, individual sensor scaling can be defined and applied. The scaling type will determine what
other parameters need to be defined.

Go to "Sensor characteristics" on the facing page for information on these parameters.

When the sensor is a voltage transducer
Supported by HBK-B-301D-12 CCLD Board.

Connector pinning
Transducers are connected via a cable directly into the channel connector. The diagram reflects that simple
connection.

Figure 3-6 Example of a direct input voltage sensor connection as shown in HBK ADVANTAGE
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Sensor characteristics

Characteristics
For each channel, individual sensor scaling can be defined and applied. The scaling type will determine what
other parameters need to be defined.

Go to "Sensor characteristics" below for information on these parameters.

Sensor characteristics
For each channel, individual sensor scaling can be defined and applied. The scaling type will determine what
other parameters need to be defined.

Scaling type: This determines the calibration characteristic and defines how a valid range of electrical values
(for example, from 0 to 10 mV/V) is mapped to corresponding engineering values (for example, from 0 to
50 N). Select either No (no scaling applied) or from the following types:

l Gain: Defines the gain between electrical input signal and scaled output signal.
l Gauge: Defines a linear characteristic by using the gauge factor and the bridge factor of the sensor.
l Two-point: Defines a linear characteristic represented by a straight line through two calibration
points (x1|y1) and (x2|y2).

l Polynomial: Defines a non-linear characteristic represented by adjacent polynomial segments P1, P2,
and so on, that starts in (x1|P1(x1)), (x2|P2(x2)), etc., and goes as far as the electrical range xR.
Polynomials with a maximum of 5 coefficients (a0 – a4) can be entered.
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Sample rate

Define the polynomials in sections. Both segments must be steady with no gaps between the scaling,
for example:

o Segment 1 goes from –1 to 0 mV/V

o Segment 2 goes from 0 to 1 mV/V

l Table: Defines a linear characteristic represented by adjacent segments of straight lines between
several calibration points (x1|y1), (x2|y2), (x3|y3), etc.

l Sensitivity: (CCLD board only) Allows you to define the CCLD sensor's sensitivity.

Gain: (when Scaling type = Gain) Represents the gradient from input to output signal as a linear characteristic.

Gain offset: (when Scaling type = Gain) The offset shifts the output signal in positive or negative direction

Gauge factor: (when Scaling type = Gauge) A number that expresses the strain sensitivity of the strain gauge.
(The strain sensitivity k of a strain gauge is the proportionality factor between the relative change in
resistance ΔR/R0 and the strain ε to be measured: ΔR/R0 =k · ε.) Refer to the sensor data sheet to enter the
correct value.

Sensitivity (when Scaling type = Sensitivity) The sensor's sensitivity. To set the value, see the sensor's
datasheet (typical value) or the calibration chart that is delivered with the sensor.

Bridge factor: (when Scaling type = Gauge) A number that expresses the number of active strain gauges used in
a Wheatstone bridge circuit. With tension and compression bars, Poisson's ratio has to be taken into
account as well. The value is between 1 and 4.

Engineering unit: (when Scaling type = Gain, Gauge or Sensitivity) Output unit of the signal in the software after
scaling/conversion. Select the unit from the drop-down.

Sample rate
The sample rate domain (or sampling method) is determined by the type of device:

l Bridge boards (B201-10) support decimal sample rates.

l CCLD boards (B301D-12) support binary sample rates.

For bridge boards, ensure that the filter and sample rate combination is supported. See below.
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Bridge board sample rate/filter combinations

Bridge board sample rate/filter combinations

Bessel IIR filter low-pass

Cut-off
(Hz)

Max. Sampling Rate 
(S/s)

Min. Sampling Rate1
(S/s)

0.01 50 1

0.02 50 1

0.05 100 1

0.1 500 1

0.2 1000 2

0.5 1000 5

1 5000 10

2 10000 20

5 20000 50

10 20000 100

20 20000 200

50 20000 500

100 20000 1000

200 20000 2000

500 20000 50000

1000 20000 10000

2000 20000 20000

5000 20000 200002
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(Optional) Using OPC UA

Butterwoth IIR filter low-pass

Cut-off
(Hz)

Max. Sampling Rate 
(S/s)

Min. Sampling Rate1
(S/s)

0.01 10 1

0.02 50 1

0.05 100 1

0.1 100 1

0.2 500 2

0.5 1000 5

1 2000 10

2 2000 20

5 10000 50

10 20000 100

20 20000 200

50 20000 500

100 20000 1000

200 20000 2000

500 20000 5000

1000 20000 10000

2000 20000 20000

5000 20000 200002

1Minimum sampling rate to avoid aliasing. Aliasing is allowed.

2After this change, the signal may have aliasing problems.

(Optional) Using OPC UA
HBK FUSION uses the open platform communications (OPC) unified architecture (UA) protocol. The
OPC UA protocol allows you to use an OPC UA client (instead of HBK ADVANTAGE) to interface with the
hardware and configure its setup.

You can use any OPC UA client to connect to HBK FUSION.
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Operating HBK FUSION

OPERATING HBK FUSION

WARNING

l Read all "Health and safety information" on page 11 before operating the hardware.

l Whenever it is likely that the protection has been impaired, ensure that the hardware is
inoperative and secure it against any unintended operation. For example, if the apparatus
shows visible damage or has been subjected to severe transport stresses, the protection is
likely to be impaired.

Qualified operating personnel
People entrusted with the installation, fitting and operation of HBK FUSION hardware must have the
appropriate qualifications. The hardware may only be installed and used by qualified personnel, in strict
accordance with the specifications and the safety rules and regulations. This includes people who meet at
least one of the three following qualification levels:

l Project personnel: Have a working knowledge of the safety concepts of automation and test and
measurement technology.

l Automation plant or test and measurement operating personnel: Have been instructed on how to
handle the hardware and are familiar with its operation.

l Commissioning engineers or service engineers: Have successfully completed the training on how to
repair the automation systems. They are also authorized to activate, to ground and to label circuits
and equipment in accordance with engineering safety standards. It is essential that the legal and
safety requirements for the hardware and any accessories are complied with during use.

User control
To connect, set up and control your HBK FUSION hardware, use HBK ADVANTAGE software on a connected
PC (direct or network connection).

Set up of the hardware is also possible from any device using an OPC UA client to connect to HBK FUSION.

It is the responsibility of the user to ensure the safety of any accessories used with the hardware, including
any connected sensor.
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Power

Power
The frame should be positioned to allow easy access to the AC connector. When the frame is connected to
mains power and the rear switch is in the ON position, power will be consumed.

See the Frame specifications for all power specifications.

NOTE

l Boards are not stand-alone devices and must be mounted in a frame to function.

l After an unexpected power loss, the hardware will automatically return to the last power state
when power is restored.

Connecting power
The power inlet and the protective ground connection are located at the rear of the frame. A mains power
cable, which is in accordance with the destination country's standards, is shipped with HBK FUSION.

The power switch is also located at the rear of the frame. Ensure the power switch is ON.

Disconnecting
To switch off the hardware, the power switch must be in the OFF position.

To disconnect the hardware and its power supply from the AC supply completely, unplug the power cable.

Network setup
The supplied LAN cable is a CAT5e Ethernet cable.

See the Frame specifications for all network specifications.

NOTE

l Boards are not stand-alone devices and must be mounted in a frame to function.

l It is recommended to connect the frame to Ethernet switch (at least 1 Gbit). A switch allows a PC
to communicate locally with HBK FUSION using a dedicated high-speed connection without
burdening the company network with potentially high data rates. It simply plugs in and requires
no network configuration.
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Direct connection to a PC

Direct connection to a PC
The frame can also be connected directly to the PC running HBK ADVANTAGE using the supplied LAN cable.
In this case, an Internet connection is not required.

It is recommended that the PC has at least 1 GHz CPU for the best performance.

Network settings
By default, all network interfaces are configured to use DHCP. There is no need to make any network
settings in HBK FUSION or HBK ADVANTAGE.

The frame and each board will have its own IP address. IP addresses are viewable:

l In the "Devices explorer in HBK ADVANTAGE" on page 62 of HBK ADVANTAGE

l In the "Devices table in HBK ADVANTAGE" on page 64 of HBK ADVANTAGE

Static IP address
If desired, you can set up the hardware with static IP addresses using the "Device web page" on page 67. To
do so, the PC that connects to the web page must be in the same subnet IP domain. If you forget the static
IP address, use the discovery tool in HBK ADVANTAGE to identify the IP address. Individual board web pages
can always be connected via the frame web page, as it hosts the static addresses of these boards.

Security
To maintain security, HBK FUSION includes:

l HTTPS for encrypted and authenticated communication between the hardware and HBK ADVANTAGE
software on the PC.

l High system performance and throughput built on top-notch technology to secure continuous
productive testing.

l Robust firmware update via dual-image updating and firmware image signature.

Volatile and non-volatile memory
Memory is volatile if it is not retained when the equipment is powered off, and non-volatile if it is retained
when the equipment is powered off.

This information can be used to ensure that security requirements are met and as a guide for handling the
equipment.

A certificate of conformity that describes all the volatile and non-volatile memories related to this
equipment, is available on request.

Please contact your local HBK Service & Support office.
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Correct positioning during operation

Correct positioning during operation

Frames in a rack
Rack mounting requires a 19-inch, 4U rack, with at least 1U between racks for proper air circulation. It is
recommended to use a rack that is open in the front and back, to easily see the status LEDs, to
connect/disconnect sensor cables and to access the power and LAN cables.

There should be enough space below and behind the mounted frame to allow free airflow for optimal
cooling of the hardware.

Frames on a tabletop
For optimal cooling of the hardware, the feet must always be extended during operation.

There should also be enough space behind the frame to allow free airflow.

Boards in the frame
Boards are not stand-alone devices and must be mounted in a frame to function. Lock the board into
position before operation.
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Calibration

All empty slots in the frame must be mounted with blank boards to meet the cooling requirements of the
frame.

Calibration
Every board comes with an initial traceable (factory) calibration.

To view the calibration certificate, go to the "Device web page" on page 67.

Synchronization
For many test applications, sample-synchronous and phase-matched measurements are a must. If no
synchronization method is used, two or more sampling systems will drift apart over time. Even the best
clock systems available will, in less than 10 seconds, drift so far apart that the sample correlation will drop to
an unacceptable level for high-quality measurements. Precision time protocol (PTP) makes it possible to
synchronize the clocks in the system components, with sub-microsecond accuracy, using the same Ethernet
connection used to transfer the measurement data.

PTP synchronization measures the delays between individual PTP components using a special algorithm
(see the IEEE 1588 standard1). By doing this, all delays can be accurately measured and the individual clocks
can be set to exactly the same time. On top of this, the phase drift of the ‘slave’ clocks is continuously
measured and counter-adjusted by a control loop, which adjusts the slave clocks’ speed.

HBK FUSION's use of PTP
All HBK FUSION frames use PTP synchronization, thus enabling you to build distributed systems where the
frames are close to the measurement object minimizing the need for sensor cables – all you need between
the frame and the PC are LAN cables and an Ethernet switch. A single Ethernet cable can transfer data and
synchronize samples using PTP.

HBK FUSION will work with most high-performance 1 and 2.5 Gbit network switches, but will have superior
phase characteristics using a dedicated network switch with PTP support. The switch must treat IEEE 1588
packages with the same priority as data traffic. Some ‘non-PTP-aware’ switches do not.

Set up synchronization
To set up the frame's synchronization settings, use the "Device web page" on page 67.

1IEC 61588/IEEE 1588-2008, Precision Clock Synchronization Protocol for Networked Measurement and Control Systems.
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Temperature control

Temperature control

WARNING

l If the hardware has been stored or transported at extreme temperatures, wait for at least
2 hours to allow the hardware to acclimatize before switching it on.

l Do not cover the fan outlets.

l Do not cover the bottom of the device.

l Do not operate on a tabletop without unfolding the feet.

l Do not expose the product to direct sunlight or intense sunlight for too long, including
behind car windows.

Constant temperature mode
There are three fans in the frame that all run at the same speed, thus they can effectively be considered one
fan. In the event that ambient temperatures are outside the specified range (see the Frame specifications),
the system will take measures to ensure proper cooling (increase fan speed) and, eventually, securely switch
off the system if sufficient cooling cannot be ensured.

Focus is on a constant internal frame and board temperature. To achieve this, the fan speed is controlled to
keep the temperature at a constant temperature by varying between very slow (500 rpm) and up to the
maximum speed (4300 rpm).

Two modes are used:

l Cool: Ensuring a constant internal temperature for ambient temperatures between 15 to 30 °C.

l Warm: Ensuring a constant internal temperature for ambient temperatures between 25 to 40 °C.

These temperature windows ensure a constant internal temperature, where the fan will run at maximum
speed when approaching the upper limit and continue to run at maximum speed when exceeding. This
means that there will be no jump in the internal temperature, but a smooth correspondence to the
changing (increasing) ambient temperature.

For external temperatures outside the stabilized temperature range, the fans will be running at either the
lowest or highest rpm and the internal temperature will then depend on the external temperature.

NOTE

The ambient temperature ranges above are for a full 16-board frame.
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Manual fan control

Manual fan control
You can manually adjust fan settings with four modes of operation to ensure you achieve the desired
cooling, as well as an acceptable level of emitted noise.

To change the fan setting, you must use the "Device web page" on page 67 for the frame.

Switching boards
With HBK FUSION hardware, it is possible to switch boards within a frame. This allows you to make different
channel configurations for each test and to use only the hardware that is needed.

l The slots can be filled with any combination of HBK FUSION boards.

l Boards are not stand-alone data acquisition units.

WARNING

Any empty slot must be mounted with a blank board to meet the cooling requirements of the
frame.

Each board has a moveable lever. The lever locks the board in the frame and provides the force needed to
connect or disconnect the board to or from the frame.

Removing a board
1. Unlock the lever.

Rotate the quarter-turn fastener anti-clockwise.

2. Lower the lever to its horizontal position.
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Inserting a board

The lever disconnects the board from the backplane of the frame.

3. Remove the board from the frame.

4. For storage: Return the lever to its vertical position and lock it in place.

For re-insertion: Leave the lever unlocked.

Inserting a board
1. Align the board with the guide rails of the relevant slot in the frame.

2. Slide the board half-way into the frame.
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Inserting a board

3. Lower the lever to its horizontal position.

If needed, rotate the quarter-turn fastener anti-clockwise to unlock the lever.

The lever must be in its horizontal position to clear the fulcrum.

4. Push the board into the frame until it stops.

The bottom of the lever is against the fulcrum, and the hook of the lever is positioned above the
fulcrum.

5. Raise the lever to its vertical position.

If positioned correctly, the hook of the lever catches the fulcrum and connects the board to the
backplane of the frame.

6. Lock the lever.

Rotate the quarter-turn fastener clockwise.
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Inserting a board

7. Pull the board to check it is locked in place.
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Check your hardware

CHECK YOUR HARDWARE

There are various tools that allow you to check the status of your hardware:

l In HBK ADVANTAGE software:

o Go to the "Devices explorer in HBK ADVANTAGE" below

o Go to the "Devices table in HBK ADVANTAGE" on page 64

l "Device web page" on page 67

l "LED status" on page 66

Devices explorer in HBK ADVANTAGE
The Devices explorer shows a list of devices that are available on the connected PC or network.

The explorer is divided into two tabs:

l The All tab shows the list of all devices available to your PC, either directly connected or on the LAN.
When connected to the LAN, any HBK ADVANTAGE user will also see these devices, but only one user
can connect to a device at a time.

l The Connected tab shows the list of all the devices to which you are connected in the project.

You will connect to a device in the All tab. Once connected, the device will appear immediately in the
Connected tab. See below for help on connecting to a device.
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Using the Devices explorer

Using the Devices explorer
l Filter devices: Locate a device or refine the listed devices.

l Connect to a device

l Check device status: An info icon provides the status of each board.

l View details: Use the explorer to hover over the device to view details.

l Disconnect a device: To disconnect a device in the HBK ADVANTAGE project

Boards will be listed their respective frames. Click the arrow next to to toggle between collapsed and
expanded frames.

Boards within a frame are listed based on their slot position, starting at slot 1 and ending at slot 16.

Greyed out devices are not available.

Unavailable devices
A device is unavailable either because:

l It is part of your current project (you are already connected to it). If you are connected to all boards in
a frame, the frame will also be greyed out.

l It is in use by someone else. You will not be able to add, remove or edit the device.

Connect to a device
There are two ways to connect to a device:

l From the explorer, drag one or more devices into the channels table.

l In the explorer, click next to a device to add to the project. The channels table will update
accordingly.
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Devices table in HBK ADVANTAGE

Devices table in HBK ADVANTAGE

The Devices table shows detailed information about the hardware, including:

l Device: When a device is detected, the name of the device is automatically read. This can be the
default name, such as HBK-B201-serialnumber, but can also be a custom name given by a user. To
change the device name, double-click the name in the table and enter text.

l Slot: The slot number in the frame – applicable only to boards.
l IP address: The IP address of the device on the LAN.
l Type: The item number of the device, either: B201-10, B301D-12 or HF-16.
l Availability: Connection status of the device – see details below. Device status is live updated as soon
as a board or frame is detected.

l User: The person connected to the device. Double-click in the table cell to enter the user.
l Location: The user-defined location of the device. Double-click in the table cell to enter the location.
l Serial number: The factory-defined serial number of the device. Serial numbers are physically added to
each board and frame.

l FW (firmware) installed : The currently installed firmware version on the device.
l FW available: The latest released firmware version.
l Maintenance: A link to the device's web page where you can view device details and update the
firmware.

Symbols in the table
An arrow next to a frame which you can click to expand and view all boards within that frame.

A warning icon in the FW installed column indicates that a newer firmware version is available.

A lock next to a device in use gives you the possibility to unlock the device. It is recommended to check
with the user before unlocking.

Click to filter the table. Entry fields are added at the top of each column so that you can search and filter
the table for a specific parameter (serial no., user name, etc.)

Click at the top of the interface to collapse all expanded frames.
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Availability

Click at the top of the interface to expand all frames to view the boards.

Availability
When a device is connected directly to the PC running HBK ADVANTAGE or connected via the LAN, its status
is shown as available. The following table shows status options for each connected device.

Status Description

The device is detected and ready for use in a test setup/measurement.

The device is used in another active test from another PC. You will be unable to
connect to it.

The device is part of the current test scenario.

User
Device ownership is allocated during each session of HBK ADVANTAGE. This means that if you connect to a
device in HBK ADVANTAGE, you will automatically have ownership of that device.

If you close the session (or log out) of HBK ADVANTAGE, device ownership is released. The device is then
available to any other user on the PC or network, who may take ownership when they start a new session
and open a project in HBK ADVANTAGE.

User names can be edited by double-clicking in the table cell and entering text.

Firmware version

WARNING

To record data, all connected hardware must have the same firmware version. If you are
connected to HBK FUSION devices with different firmware versions, you will be prompted to
update all devices to the latest firmware version.

HBK ADVANTAGE monitors and manages the firmware installed on all HBK FUSION devices.

A warning icon in the FW installed column indicates that a newer firmware version is available.

If you see the warning icon, or you get a prompt that a newer version of the firmware is available, use the
Maintenance link in the Devices table to update. See "Update firmware" on page 69 for instructions.
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LED status

Firmware included with HBK ADVANTAGE
You can view the installed firmware at:

C:\Program Files\HBK\ADVANTAGE\Measurement\Firmware

A file called hbk-card-version number.fw is displayed.

LED status

LED off – Channel not in use

LED static green – All OK

LED static yellow – All OK. In transitional state, for example, booting up or
reading TEDS information

LED static red – Error, for example, missing sensor or overflow

Bridge
board

B201-10

CCLD
board

B301D-
12
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Device web page

DEVICE WEB PAGE

All HBK FUSION devices can be accessed by typing in their respective IP addresses in any browser.

The frame and each board will have its own IP address. IP addresses are viewable:

l In the "Devices explorer in HBK ADVANTAGE" on page 62 of HBK ADVANTAGE

l In the "Devices table in HBK ADVANTAGE" on page 64 of HBK ADVANTAGE

The web page can be used as a supplement to HBK ADVANTAGE or in some situations as an alternative –
bypassing the need for HBK ADVANTAGE to view hardware status, hardware information and perform
simple maintenance tasks.

Figure 3-7 Example of a web page for a frame

Information provided on the device web page

Board information
On the Overview page, you will find:

l Device type with channel count

l Description

l Serial number

l Hardware version

l Current firmware version

On the Settings page, you will find:

l Network settings – to find out how to edit, go to "Edit network settings" on page 69.

l Restart facility – to find out how to use, go to "Restart the device" on page 72.
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Information provided on the device web page

On the Firmware page, you will find:

l Detailed firmware information, including complete version details and recovery firmware version
information.

l Firmware update facility – to find out how to use, go to "Update firmware" on the facing page.

At the bottom of every page, you will find:

l CPU usage

l Memory usage

l Current firmware version

l Serial number

l Clock setting (for synchronization)

Frame information
On the Overview page, you will find:

l Device type with slot count

l Description

l Serial number

l Hardware version

l Network information (MAC and IP addresses)

Click a board in the frame graphic to open the web page for that board.

On the Settings page, you will find:

l Network settings – to find out how to edit, go to "Edit network settings" on the facing page.

l Current synchronization status – the synchronized master and the synchronization status are listed.

l Time synchronization settings – to find out how to edit, go to "Edit synchronization settings" on
page 70.

l Current fan status – you can see the power output of the fan (in %) and speed (in rpm). These values
should take the selected fan setting into consideration.

l Fan settings – to find out how to edit, go to "Edit fan settings" on page 71.

l Restart facility – to find out how to use, go to "Restart the device" on page 72.

On the Firmware page, you will find:

l Detailed firmware information, including complete version details and recovery firmware version
information.

l Firmware update facility – to find out how to use, go to "Update firmware" on the facing page.

At the bottom of every page, you will find:
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Update firmware

l CPU usage

l Memory usage

l Current fan status – you can see the power output of the fan (in %). The rating depends on the
selected fan setting, for example, in Silent mode, a low percentage is perfect, while in Maximum
mode, 100% is perfect.

l Current firmware version

l Serial number

l Clock setting (for synchronization)

Update firmware
HBK ADVANTAGE monitors and manages the firmware installed on all HBK FUSION devices. A warning icon

in the Devices table indicates that a newer firmware version is available.

You can update the firmware for both frames and boards:

l Directly in HBK ADVANTAGE: Go to Home > Devices and clickMaintenance for the relevant device.

l Via the device web page: In a web browser, enter the device's IP address in the address bar.

In both cases, you will access the device's web page. To run the update:

1. Go to the Firmware tab.

2. Click Select Firmware File.

3. Locate the saved firmware file (*.fw) on your PC or network drive.

If you are viewing the web page from the PC with HBK ADVANTAGE installed, the firmware installed
with the software can be found at C:\Program Files\HBK\ADVANTAGE\Measurement\Firmware.

4. Click Start Update to install. A status bar will advise you on update status.

Edit network settings

WARNING

Changing the device's network settings may break the connection with your web browser and
device web page.

Each device must have a unique IP address on the LAN. The IP address can be obtained in different ways:
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Edit synchronization settings

l Using DHCP: (default) A Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server on the network
automatically assigns an IP address to the device when it connects to the network.

l Manually: You set up a static IP address that does not automatically change.

On the device web page, you can change the default setting from DHCP and enter static IP address
information.

For both frames and boards:

1. In a web browser, enter the device's IP address in the address bar.

2. Go to the Settings tab.

3. Under Network Settings, remove the check mark from Automatically configure network (DHCP).

4. Enter an IP address, for example 172.17.123.234.

5. Enter the Netmask (subnet mask), for example 255.255.0.0.

6. Enter the Gateway address, for example 172.17.123.200.

7. Click Apply.

Edit synchronization settings
It is possible to configure the synchronization between frames.

1. In a web browser, enter the frame's IP address in the address bar.

2. Go to the Settings tab.

3. Under Time Synchronization Settings, define the following parameters:

l PTP clock type: Select between:

o Ordinary Boundary: (default) Hybrid between master and slave

o Slave Only

o Master Only

l PTP domain: Enter the PTP domain number

l Delay mechanism: Select between:

o P2P: (default) peer to peer

o E2E: end to end, allows PTP synchronization to work using transparent clocks or non-
PTP-aware networks

4. Click Apply.
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Edit fan settings

Edit fan settings
There are three fans in the frame that all run at the same speed, thus they can effectively be considered one
fan. In the event that ambient temperatures are outside the specified range (see the Frame specifications),
the system will take measures to ensure proper cooling (increase fan speed) and, eventually, securely switch
off the system if sufficient cooling cannot be ensured. To find out more about the system's constant
temperature controls, see "Temperature control" on page 57.

To change the fan settings for the frame, you must go to the frame's web page:

1. In a web browser, enter the frame's IP address in the address bar.

2. Go to the Settings tab.

3. Select a mode of operation. The modes are named based on their intended use:

l Silent

l Office

l Factory

l Maximum

4. Click Apply.

Fan modes of operation

Silent mode
l Quietest mode with the fans running slowly (500 rpm)

l This mode will work well for a limited time, and at normal ambient temperatures

Office mode
l Mode where the fans are running at a slightly louder, medium speed (1000 rpm)

l Regarding noise, this mode would be a good compromise when used at normal office temperatures

Factory mode
l Mode where the fans are running at a higher speed (3000 rpm), with more cooling

l This mode would be the best choice if noise is not an issue

Maximummode
l Mode where the fans are running at maximum speed (4300 rpm)

l This mode can be used as a 'safety' setting when used in very warm environments
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Automatic switching between modes

l If the temperature rises too much, the system will automatically switch to this mode. If you manually
select this mode, the frame will get maximum cooling from the start

Automatic switching between modes
If the internal temperature reaches a defined maximum, the fan speeds will automatically switch up to the
next higher speed setting, until the internal temperature falls below the limit.

If the need for cooling is reduced, the fans will revert back to the mode you had initially chosen (after a
period of time). If you have chosen a mode, the system can never automatically select a mode below that. If,
for example, you have chosen Office, then the system cannot select 'Silent' settings.

Restart the device
To restart the device (frame or board), you must go to the device web page.

1. In a web browser, enter the device's IP address in the address bar.

2. Go to the Settings tab.

3. Click Restart.

This will reboot the device.

WARNING

If you are restarting a board, the board will not be fully functional from that point. You will have
to restart the frame as well.
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Maintenance and care

MAINTENANCE AND CARE

HBK FUSION hardware is mostly maintenance-free.

The frame and boards are delivered from the factory with a fixed configuration. Changes can only be made
within the possibilities documented by this manual.

All boards and connectors must not be changed or modified in any way.

WARNING

It is expressly prohibited to:

l Modify the design or safety engineering.

l Perform repair or soldering work on motherboards (including exchanging of components).

If the hardware is opened, modified or inexpertly repaired, the protection provided by the
product may be impaired.

When exchanging complete boards, use only original parts from HBK.

Check the power cable
It is recommended to check the power cable regularly:

l Regularly check the power cable for any damages, as you would other electrical installations and
equipment.

l Always use the power cable delivered with the product and order a new one from HBK in the case of
damage.

l If a special length is required, contact your HBK customer service and have trained personnel connect
it.

Qualified maintenance personnel
Only trained and qualified persons who are authorized by HBK are allowed to maintain and repair HBK
FUSION hardware.

For measurements covered by the low-voltage directive, the hardware must only be connected by a
qualified electrician, or by someone with electrical training under the supervision of a qualified electrician.
(A qualified electrician is someone whose technical training, know-how and experience, as well as
knowledge of the relevant requirements, allows them to assess the work assigned to them and to recognize
potential risks, and who has been designated a qualified electrician by the contractor).
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Replacing air filters

Personnel who are not sufficiently qualified are particularly exposed to the risk related to electric shock, arc
flash burn, arc blast explosion and other phenomena.

Replacing air filters
The product is designed for use in clean and dry rooms with pollution degree 2. It is recommended to
replace the air filter annually.

The air filter is located on the underside of the frame. Before you replace an air filter:

l Switch the power off and disconnect all cables (Ethernet, power and sensor cables).

l Remove the boards from the frame to reduce its weight (optional).

l Ensure that you have the 10 screws delivered with the air filters (DS-0003).

On the underside of the frame:

1. Unfold the two feet.

2. Use a six-point star screwdriver to
remove the 10 screws that hold the
ventilation plate in place.

3. Remove the plate to access the air
filter.

4. Remove the air filter.

5. Insert a new air filter in the frame.

6. Replace the ventilation plate and use
the screws delivered with the new air
filter to tighten the ventilation plate.
Maximum torque is 0.8 Nm.

Cleaning
HBK FUSION is a maintenance-free product. However, you can clean the housing with a soft, slightly damp
(not wet!) cloth.

Please note the following information before cleaning the housing:

l Disconnect the hardware completely from all current and voltage supplies.

l Never use solvents as these could damage the housing or important labelling.

l Ensure that no liquid gets into the housing or connections.

l Give the hardware sufficient time to dry before starting it up again.

If the hardware is not properly cleaned, the protection provided by the hardware may be impaired.
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Transportation, storage and disposal

Transportation, storage and disposal

Transport
When unpacking the contents of the package, check that everything is present. When it is unpacked, the
hardware should be inspected for mechanical damage. If damage has occurred during transit, the hardware
must not be operated.

Keep the original packaging in case subsequent transportation is necessary. Any shipping damage caused
by inadequate packaging is excluded from the warranty.

If the hardware has been transported at extreme temperatures, wait for at least 2 hours to allow the
hardware to acclimatize before switching it on.

Storage
Store HBK FUSION hardware somewhere dry and enclosed.

Disposal
In accordance with national and local environmental protection, material recovery and recycling regulations,
hardware that can no longer be used must be disposed of separately and not with normal household waste.
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Diagnostics and troubleshooting

DIAGNOSTICS AND TROUBLESHOOTING

Here are a few hints and tips if you run into a problem.

Topics:

l "Device troubleshooting" below

l "Diagnostics in HBK ADVANTAGE" on the facing page

l "Bridge board error detection" on page 79

Device troubleshooting

Network troubleshooting
If a channel LED on the board illuminates red ( ), and the device is not detected by the HBK ADVANTAGE
software:

l Check for a loose connection from the frame's Ethernet port to the PC and, if used, the network
switch.

l Try using a different cable, if possible.

l Check the IP settings via a command line. Some of the most common problems are:

o IP addresses that are not in the same range. Normally, the first three octets are the same and
the fourth one varies, such as 169.254.10.252 and 169.254.10.200.

o Identical IP addresses. The PC and HBK FUSION device must have at least one different digit in
the fourth octet.

o IP addresses that use the reserved numbers 0 or 255. All digits should be between 1 and 254.

o The subnet masks are not completely identical.

Running a command line
1. On a Windows® PC, click < +r> to open the Run app.

2. Type cmd to run the Command Prompt app.

3. In the command window type ipconfig (or ipconfig/all) and press <Enter> to view the IP settings of
connected devices.
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Diagnostics in HBK ADVANTAGE

Diagnostics in HBK ADVANTAGE
Diagnostics provides a way to monitor and log important HBK ADVANTAGE software and HBK FUSION
activity in a single place.

You can use diagnostics to monitor live events and system diagnostics, either by going to the Home
interface and selecting Diagnostics in the menu, or clicking at the top of the Projects interface.

The Diagnostics page contains the following tools:

l A system monitor that allows you to view critical system parameters and PC performance including
storage, power and network usage.

l An event log that shows:
o Warnings, errors and other notifications
o Recording status during and after data recording

Each section of the page, Diagnostics Charts and Diagnostics Event Table, can be hidden ( ) and shown ( ) as
needed.

System monitor

Storage: Shows the total and residual data storage of the available storage media.

Memory: Shows the amount of memory used and the amount available.

CPU : Shows the used and available processor load.

Network: Shows information about the PC's network hardware.
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Event log

Click the small arrow to the right of each pie chart to get more information. Alternatively, click Expand all to
view the details for every chart. (Click Collapse all to close again.)

NOTE

The system status monitor is updated every second to provide the latest diagnostic information.

Event log
The event log lists the various events that occur in the system – both hardware and software. The table will
include an event icon, a description, time and date.

Events may include:

l Connection and disconnection of hardware
l Starting, pausing and stopping of recordings
l Data integrity errors
l Execution of actions (both successes and failures)
l Changes in parameters

Events are categorized according to level (or severity) as shown below:

Level Summary Example

Error: A problem has occurred. Failed to connect to device.

Data import was unsuccessful.

Warning: You could lose data. Data may be incorrect.

Device temperature high.

Information: Detects any normal
activity.

Device is connected.

Recording has started or stopped.

Channel properties have been changed.

Success: An action was successfully
completed.

File successfully saved.

Recording is complete.
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Bridge board error detection

NOTE

Each event has its own specific description to help you identify and fix any issues quickly. All events
are written into a log file, which can be shared with HBK technical support in the event of an issue. Log
files are stored for 7 days.

Click Open logs folder at the bottom of the page to open the event log folder. The folder opens in the
background.

Manage events
To filter events, click Filter and select a level or type a description.

To delete an event, select the row and click Delete.

To export all events into a .csv format, click Export.

To clear existing events from the Event log, click Clear log. This will only clean up the events from the user
interface. It does not delete events from the log file.

Bridge board error detection
Bridge Board B201-10 has a built-in diagnostic functionality that includes detection of wire breaks, and other
errors. However, the type of error detection will depend on sensor type, wiring and settings.

Below you can see the different detectable states per sensor type.

TIP

See "Connecting sensors" on page 24 for graphical illustrations and wire references.

Error states

Full-bridge 6-wire configuration
Error Cause

Nothing connected No sensor connected

Wire broken Broken sense lines

Undefined error (all error types are active) Broken excitation and/or signal lines
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Error states

Bridge excitation overload Overload of the bridge excitation

Overflow Overflow or underflow of the DAQ input

Full-bridge 4-wire configuration
Error Cause

Nothing connected No sensor connected

Undefined error (all error types are active) Broken excitation and/or signal lines

Bridge excitation overload Overload of the bridge excitation

Overflow Overflow or underflow of the DAQ input

Half-bridge 5-wire configuration and potentiometer
Error Cause

Nothing connected No sensor connected

Wire broken Broken sense lines

Undefined error (all error types are active) Broken excitation and/or signal lines

Bridge excitation overload Overload of the bridge excitation

Overflow Overflow or underflow of the DAQ input

Half-bridge 3-wire configuration
Error Cause

Nothing connected No sensor connected

Undefined error (all error types are active) Broken excitation and/or signal lines

Bridge excitation overload Overload of the bridge excitation

Overflow Overflow or underflow of the DAQ input

Quarter-bridge and temperature sensor 4-wire configuration
Error Cause

Nothing connected No sensor connected

Undefined error (all error types are active) Broken excitation and/or signal lines

Broken sense lines

Overflow Overload of the bridge excitation

Overflow or underflow of the DAQ input
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Error states

Quarter-bridge and temperature sensor 3-wire configuration
Error Cause

Nothing connected No sensor connected

Undefined error (all error types are active) Broken excitation and/or signal lines

Broken sense lines

Overflow Overload of the bridge excitation

Overflow or underflow of the DAQ input

Voltage sensor 2-wire configuration
Error Cause

Nothing connected No sensor connected

Overflow Overflow or underflow of the DAQ input

Voltage sensor 4-wire configuration
Error Cause

Nothing connected No sensor connected

Sensor supply overload Overload of the sensor supply

Overflow Overflow or underflow of the DAQ input
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GLOSSARY

A

Acquisition

Acquisition or data acquisition (DAQ) is the act or process of gaining digital data through (analogue-to-digital)
conversion of a physical signal to measure an electrical or physical signal, such as voltage, current, tem-
perature, pressure, or sound. A DAQ system consists of sensors, DAQ measurement hardware, and a com-
puter with programmable software. The system is ready and waiting for a trigger.

Aliasing

An alias is a trace that does not represent the signal because the measured values are too few. Aliasing is an
error in digital sampling in which two frequencies cannot be distinguished that is caused by sampling at less
than twice the maximum frequency in the signal. HBK recommends assigning a sample rate about ten times
the maximum frequency that you want to measure, for example, for a 50 Hz signal to measure with 300 S/s or
600 S/s.

Anti-aliasing Filter

A filter used before a signal sampler to restrict the bandwidth of a signal. Used in audio applications.

Averaging

Averaging is used to control the noise in the signal in order to identify the stationary frequencies that are oth-
erwise hidden in the noise band.

B

Bessel Filter

A filter characteristic that is commonly found in measurement applications. The Bessel characteristic has a very
good time response and an optimal square-wave and impulse response. Therefore, this filter type is recom-
mended for signals with very steep edges and for rather static processes below 10 Hz.

BKC

The .bkc (BK Common) file format is an HBK format that saves data (time and function) with metadata and is
an effective format to use when sharing data.

Board

Hardware that can condition signals, busses or actuators and convert the signal between the Ethernet/PCIe
backplane and the sensor, bus or actuator (bridge inputs, CCLD, voltage in/out, temperature, CAN/CAN-FD,
etc.). The board must be used with the frame, and can easily slide into and out of the frame
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Bridge Factor

Specific sensor property used for different configurations of the Wheatstone bridge and part of the sensor
characteristics.

Butterworth Filter

A filter characteristic that is very common in measurement applications. These filters have a very good atten-
uation above the cutoff frequency. A disadvantage is the poor time response with a strong phase shift and
overshoot. They are preferred for periodically oscillating signals greater than 10 Hz.

C

Calculated Channels

Signals that are mathematically processed and made available to the user as live signals.

Calculation

Set of different math operations for free formulas or predefined calculations that can be applied to signals.

Channel Check

Quick validation of a channel typically performed before running a test.

D

DAQ

Data acquisition. See Acquisition.

Digital Indicator

A digital representation of the measured values for a single channel. In the HBK ADVANTAGE, it is a visu-
alization object to display the numerical value and physical unit of a signal.

E

Edge Trigger

A trigger that is initiated when a signal crosses, in a positive or negative direction, a set level.

Engineering Unit

Output unit of a signal in the software after scaling/converting it to the engineering output unit.

Event

A specific occurrence during a test scenario. An event can be anything like exceeding a threshold, change of a
digital input or receiving a message. Events are typically logged.
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Event Trigger

A trigger that is initiated when a user-defined event occurs, for example, an alarm situation is detected (such as
when the frame temperature is too high).

F

Filter

Method of preventing noise and aliasing (in the context of configuration of channel settings). There may be sev-
eral options in filter settings, for example, 'anti-aliasing' and 'bypass' to apply Bessel or Butterworth filters.

Firmware

Embedded software running on measurement electronics.

Frame

One type of housing within the HBK FUSION platform. A frame has standard dimensions, 19-in wide and 4 U
high to fit into standard cabinets. Frames have different functions for the platform: they power, synchronize
and interconnect boards incl. real-time data transport.They also offer features like data storage or extra con-
nectivity via Wi-Fi or 5G.

G

Gain Scaling

This scaling type is used, for example, with CCLD-based transducers and defines the gain between the elec-
trical input signal and the scaled output signal.

Gauge Scaling

This scaling type is for strain gauges only and defines a linear characteristic by using the gauge factor, for
example, 2.1, and the bridge factor (1, 2, or 4) of the sensor. For the gauge factor, refer to the sensor data
sheet. The bridge factor is determined by the number of resistors in the bridge circuit.

H

Hold-off

A time interval in which the trigger detection is inactive after the trigger.

Hysteresis

A 'band' around the trigger level that is used to prevent unwanted rapid switching, for example, due to noise.
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M

Metadata

Data that describes other data. Metadata exists at file, test and channel level.

N

Noise

The entirety of random frequencies that disturb the perception of the expected signal. You can eliminate noise
with low-pass filters that let frequencies below a specified threshold pass and eliminate the frequencies above.

P

Passband

The range of frequencies or wavelengths that can pass through a filter.

Poisson's Ratio

Defined by the division of the transverse strain εt and the longitudinal strain εl.

Polynomial

A scaling type that defines a non-linear characteristic represented by adjacent polynomial segments P1, P2, etc.
that start in (x1|P1(x1)), (x2|P2(x2)), etc., and go as far as the electrical range xR.

Pre-trigger

The time before the system triggered. When the other recording parameters are set correctly, this will result in
a history of stored digital data.

R

Recording (noun)

A file (or set of files) that contains the data and all associated metadata that is acquired during a recording ses-
sion. In HBK ADVANTAGE, recordings are saved in .bkc format.

Recording (verb)

The act of collecting data for storage, playback, analysis or sharing.

S

Sample Rate

Defines how data are sampled for the recording file. It can be defined for each channel separately.
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Scaling

Determines the calibration characteristic and defines how a valid range of electrical values, for example, from
0 to 10 mV/V, is mapped to the corresponding engineering values, for example, from 0 to 50 N.

Sensor

A device that detects or measures a physical property and records, indicates, or otherwise responds to it. A
passive sensor, such as a strain gauge, is generally not able to furnish energy at its output, so a conditioning cir-
cuit surrounds the sensor to create a signal (voltage, current, or both). The larger group in which transducers
reside.

Serial Number

ID number of the hardware that is used to identify it for various reasons such as repair or calibration.

Signal Conditioner

Prepares the analogue signal on the input for sampling by the analogue-to-digital converter.

Strain

A dimensional value that represents the relative change of the length of a material to its initial length.

Strain Gauge

(also strain gage) A sensor that is used to measure strain on an object. The most common type of strain gauge
consists of an insulated flexible backing that supports a metallic foil pattern.

T

Table Scaling

A type of scaling that defines a linear characteristic represented by a straight line through two calibration
points.

Transducer

A transducer is a sensor that converts a physical quantity into another form of a physical quantity (resistance,
capacitance, charge and so on).

Transverse Sensitivity

The transverse sensitivity is the ratio of the sensitivity of a strain gauge transverse to the measuring grid dir-
ection to its sensitivity in the measuring grid direction. The transverse sensitivity is stated with the individual
strain gauge.

Trigger

Something that causes something else to happen. A momentary/short action that is initiated by a specific con-
dition. The trigger is directly related to the recording of data.
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Two-point Scaling

This scaling type defines a linear characteristic represented by a straight line through two calibration points.

Y

Y(t) Display

Graph that shows the variation of the signal y over time. In HBK ADVANTAGE, it is a visualization object to dis-
play the time series data of a signal both live and during post-processing.

Y(x) Display

Graph that shows the variation of the signal y over the variation of the signal x. Typical examples include pres-
sure over volume (P-V) and strain/stress vs force. In HBK ADVANTAGE, it is a visualization object to display the
'x' data of a signal both live and during post-processing.

Z

Zero Offset

Before recording, you must zero balance the project channels because the measured values from the
unloaded sensors are usually different from zero. To eliminate this offset, you must determine a new zero
value for each project channel with a single-point reading. The zero offset is displayed in the 'Zero offset'
column and subtracted from the measured values.

Zero Span

A special case of two-point scaling. This scaling type defines a linear characteristic represented by a straight
line through a calibration point (x0|0) and a second point defined by a span (A|B) added to (x0|0).

Zeroing

(also zero balancing) The process of making a baseline sensor reading. When a sensor reading is fluctuating
around zero, the measured offset is stored in the hardware (for all channels) and displayed for each channel in
the zero (or balance) column in HBK ADVANTAGE's Channel table.
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To learn more about all HBK offerings, please visit hbkworld.com.
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